
Additional product information

This very mild overdrive was inspired by an old Supro amp, there is special kind of 
warm mild overdrive that you can't find from any other amp (or pedal what so 
ever). 
Works very well with other pedals or distorting amp giving this fat and warm over-
drive character.

The pedal is also super dynamic, from clean to overdrive just by using different 
touch of your hand.

Some user comments:
"I love it - like you said its a low gain boost, almost more of a flavor (Honey) and 
does some unique things.... "
"Yes its funny how different it reacts to humbuckers or a hefty drive infront of it - 
its almost like blowing up a ballon as the density and translucency changes the 
more you put into it....."

"I have it on ALL the time"

"it's a very nice pedal. i always get positive feedback from sound men and audience 
members regarding it's tone."

"and its a really nice pedal to put after other drives and fuzzes, it has a smoothing 
and sweetening effect when something is driven into it..... and depending on how 
you play it, it can sit on the edge of clean and lightly distorted and controlled with 
pick dynamics....."
Its also become my fuzz tamer of sorts, it sort of combines with a raging fuzz to 
make a Drive sound that has the hair and swirl of the fuzz and the steadier chunk 
of a drive but you can still use your guitar volume to manipulate it.... things like the 
Candy Apple Fuzz and the McFuzz HOT and some vintage fuzzes are an especially 
good match.........."

"And oddly enough it is really good by itself for Jazzer playing, it has that nice 
round slightly thickened almost distorted sound you hear on old Jazz recording ... "


